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SUMMARY
An experimental model of a flight Instrument that
utilizes infrared radiations for detecting and indicating
the location of clouds at night is briefly described. In
order to determine the important parameters that contribute
to the net exchange of radfation between the receiver of
the cloud indicator and a cloud, a preliminary investiga-
tion is made of data in the scientific literature. The
lmportaritparameters are then used in an analysis of the
net exchange of radiation between the receiver of the
cloud indicator and a cloud. As a result of the analysis,
several tables and-a chart have been devise~which make
it practical to determine the magnitude of the net exchange
of radiation for any particular atmosphere of known composi-
tion and distribution of temperature. The analysis and
the resulting tables and chart take into consideration
both water vapor and carbon dfoxide and also the effect
of the snectral absorption and emission of the oDtical
system o? the cloud Indicator.
The tables and the chart that
analysis were devised to provide a
the results of ground observations
during flight use.
INTRODUCTION
.
resulted from tb
basis for extrapolating
to the range anticipated
As a result of a number of airline accidents that are
attributable in part to inadequate weather forecasts or to
the inability of the pilot to estimate correctly the turbu-
lence of the atmosphere, an experimental model of a flight
instrument designed to ass~st pilots in avoiding highly
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turbulent regions durtng night flights has been developed
at the Langley Laboratory. The perfection of suoh an
Instrument should increase the safety of flight and may
ultimately make possible a reduotlon of the design gust
load factor.
Although clouds are frequently associated with
regions of high atmospheric turbulence, some clouds are
almost Fho12y devoid of turbulence. The original objeo-
tive cf the present project therefore was to devise an
instrument that would intilcatethe degree of turbulence
of clouds at a distance. A preliminary investigation
failed to reveal any practical means of indicating the
degree of turbulence of clouds at a distance. The
immediate practical objective was therefore limited to
the development of a device utilizing infrared radiation
that locates clouds at night and thereby enables the pilot
to avoid them. Such an instrument should also be useful
in weather-reconnaissance fllghts at night to assist in
the observation of cloud formations. An experimental
model of suoh a device has been constructed and Is referred
to herein as the%loud indicator.f’
The indicating meter of the cloud indicator should
be calibrated to enable the pilot to read directly the
dl.stanceto the cloud on whict the instrument is siahted.
A direct calibration of the cloud indicator c~uld be
obtained by maktng numerous flights with the Instrument
under various atmospheric conditions. A number of flights
were made which conclusively demonstrated that the cloud
indicator oould detect the presence of clouds at night
when they could not be seen with the unaided eye. Plans
for a direct calibration of the cloud indicator by a
series of measurements In flight, however, had to be
abandoned because of the difficulty and expense of simul-
taneously measuring the net exchange of radiation and the
height and distance of the cloud sighted on relative to
the a~.rplaneon which the instrument is mounted. It has
therefore been necessary to rely upon measurements made
with the instrument mounted on roof tops or on the ground
at Langley Field, Va. Because thGse ground observations
cover only a part of the range of atmospheric conditions
and distances to be encountered in flight observations,
extrapolation of the results of the ground observations
is necessary.
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Beoause of the widely varying conditions under which
the ground observations were made, extrapolation into the
range.expeotedin ~ight. is possibl~..only by means of’
computations based on an analysis of the net exohange of
radiation. @ present project was therefore extended
to include an analysis of the net exohange of radiation
involved in the calibration of the Indicating meter of
the oloud indicator. This analysis is used in computing
the net radiation exohange for the atnmspheric conditions
that existed during the ground observations and these
values are correlated with the readtngs of the indicating
meter. The analysis is then used in designing a soale
for the indicating meter to cover all ranges of atmospheric
conditions anticipated for flight use.
The present report includes a brief statement of
the fundamentalprinciples involved and a brief descrip-
tion of the cloud indicator. Results are given of a
preliminary investigation that was necessary before the
~alysis was started to determine the Important parameters
whioh contribute to the net exchange of radiation. This
investigation is based upon data found in existing scien-
tific literature.
As an aid in applying the analysis to the calibra-
tion of the cloud indicator, a number of tables and a
r~dlation chart have been constructed and are included
in the present report. Examples of the use of the tables
and chart are also given herein.
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND DESCRIPTION
OF CLOUD IN~CATOR
The thermal emission of infrared radiation is the
fundamental physical property upon which the cloud indi-
cator is based. Every substanoe emits some of this
infrared radiation with sn intensity and a spectral
distribution that are determined by its nature and
temperature. For substances within the range of atmos-
pheric temperatures, all the thermal radiation of any
significant intensity lies in the part of the invisible
speotmm that Is beyond the range of infrared photography
and of Infrared photoelectric cells. The sensitive element
of the cloud indicator must therefore respond to these
relatively long infrared radiations. For the present
experimental model of the cloud indicator, a sensitive
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quick-response five-junction thermoplle equfpped with a
blackened receiver that”responds to the entire infrared
speotrum has been chosen as the sensitive element. The
so-called cold junctions of the thermopile are kept at
the temperature of the thermopile housing. The other
junctions are exposed to radiation that originates out-
side the housing.
‘,W_thinthe region of the spectrum in which the
thermal emiaslons at atmospheric temperatures are found,
the liquid-water content of all except thin transparent
clouds emits radiation with an intensity about as great
as that of any other substance. The clear atmosphere,
however, emits muoh 1sss radistlon in this smr.espectral
region. An Instrument equipped with a sensitivq quic!c-
response thermopile with a receiver that rssponds to the
entire infrared spectrum should be able to distinguish
between a cloud nnd the.clear s:cy. Such an instrument
must also have an optical system to restrict the field
of view of the sensitive element to only a small part of
the heavens at any instant. The pres9nt experimental
model of the cloud Iadicator has the two essential com-
ponents - a sensttive element and an optical system -
mounted in a single housing. This assembly is referred
to in the present report as the ‘Thermoelectric oye.tl
The complete cloud indicator also includes an amplifier
and an Indtcatlng meter. A diagram of an installation
of the thermoelectric eye, the amplifier, and the
indicating meter on an airplane Is shown in figure 1.
A cutaway view of the optical system of the thermoelectric
eye is given In figura 2. The line of sight may be seen
to be elevated slightly above the horizontal.
Becauae the field of view of the oloud Indicator 1s
limited and because a relatively thin layer of cloud
surface emits as much radiation as any substance at the
same tew.perature,the response of the cloud Indicator is
determined In part by the surfaoe temperature of the part
of the cloud qn which the cloud indicator is sighted.
Because some juncttons are kept at the kousing tempera-
ture, the output of the thermopile is partly determlnsd
by the housing temperature.
The surface temperature of the part of the cloud
sighted on probably approximates closely the temperature
of the adjacent clear atmosphere at the same height as
the cloud surfacs; otherwise, convection currents wculd
occur at the surface of the clouds. Whatever convection
occurs at the surface is known to be small relative to that
at the interior of cumulus clouds. Qnpu”~llsheddata indicate
. ..
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that interior temperatures of violent mumulus clouds
differ by not more then a few degrees from the tempera-
ture of .$he--qdjaoen.tclear air, and consequently the
validity of the statement regarding the relation between”
the temperature of the cloud surface and that of the
adjaoent clear atmosphere is established. The atmosphere
external to an aotive cloud, furthermore, is quiesoent
relative to the activity within the oloud and consequently,
as flight measurements have shown, the temperature gradient
in a horizontal plane within the surrounding clear atmos-
phere is small. It is therefore reasonable to assume that
the temperature of the cloud surface sighted on 1s almost
the same as the temperature of the clear atmosphere at
equal altitude within reasonable distances. The difference
in temperature that is partly responsible for the reading
of the cloud indicator may therefore be taken as the
temperature difference along a vertical passing through
the thermoelectric eye. It is known that e temperature
gradient of approximately constant value usually exists
in the clear atmosphere along vertical lines. This
gradient is known to meteorolo~ists as the “lapse rete”
of the atmosphere.
The cloud indicBtor may be calibrated for quantita-
tive estimates of the distance and hei~ht of clouds by
assuming the validity of the following conditions: (1) The
etitting surface of a cloud is at the same temperature as
the clear atmosphere of equal eltitude within the dist=.ce
ran,geof the cloud indicator, (2) the temperature gradient
of the clear atmosphere is constant in the vertical direc-
tion, and (3) the angular elevat!.onof the line of sight
is constant. Graduated scales can be provided to take
Into aocount the temperature of the oleer atmosphere along
the fllght path. Vhen the elevation of the line of sight
remains constant during flight, the slope of the cloud
surface sighted on can be estimated from the rate of move-
ment of the indicator and from the speed of the alrplarm. ThLs
slopeis important as m indication of the nature of the “
weather beyond that surface. The cloud indicator there-
fore is expected to warn the pilot of the existence, approxi-
mate location, and probabl~ types of cloud not visible
to the unaided eye at night and, as a result, it is
expected that storm areas associated with clouds can be
avoided by airplanes equipped with this device.
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The three conditions assmed in the foregoing dis-
cussion represent an ideal simplified case. The actual
case is complicated by the followlng two additional
phenomena:
(1) The absorption of the clear atmosphere between
the cloud and the thermoelectric eye. This absorption
is small in some regions of the spectrum in which atmos-
pheric radiation exists end has ,givenrise to the concept
of a “window” in the atmosphere for atmospheric radia-
tion. The absorption elsewhere is, however, far from
negligible and consequently must be taken into considera-
tion.
(2) The absorption of the various parts of’the
thermoelectric eye through which the radiation passes in
transit tc the receiver of the thermopile. This absorp-
tion is not ne~.ligtbleand must also be taken Into account.
The present analysis of net radiaticm exchange takes into
consideration these two groups of absorption effects and
leads to a series of tables and a chart that are useful
in callbratinH the cloud indicator. Because the three
conditions previously listed are not always valid, the
cloud indicator cannot be constderad a precision instru-
ment.
The symbol-sused throughout are defin~d in appendix A.
FACTO% DETEqYINTNG JMT FADII!TIONEXCHANGE
Nocturnal liadlationsand Emission of Clouds
At night there are three natural sources of visible
light: the moon, ths stars and planets, and the ‘Ilight
of the night sky.” The illuminations on a horizontal sur-
face P.ueto these sources are @ven in the followins table:
Source of Incident radiation
nocturnal Illumination relative to change In
illumination kter candle)black-body terneraturegfrom 0° C to 1 C
Full moon at zenlthl
(ref’?~~ed energy 0.2 0.3
Starlight .0009 2.11x 10 -6
%
Id StTof the night I .0003 9.0 x 10-7
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The illuminations for the full moon at zenith and
for starlight are taken from page 570 of referenoe 1 and
the illumination for the light of the night sky is derived
from page 3 of reference 2. By assuming that the spectral
distribution of all these sources of visible light has
the same dlstri.butionas in sunlight and by taking into
aocount the smallness of the angulsr dimension of the
moon relative to the field of view of the cloud Indicator,
an estimate has been made of the relative intensities of
the radiations incident upon the Instrument. These esti-
mated incident intensities, relative to the change In
intensity produced when the temperature of a neighboring
perfeot black body on whioh the instrument is sighting
changes from 0° C to 1° C, are also shown in the table.
As may be seen from the table, the starlight and the
light of the night sky combined do not appreciably affect
the instrument, but the effect of the reflected energy
of the full moon is not negligible. Computations based
on the thermal radiation emitted by the full moon, with
its temperature assumed to be 101° C (reference 3 ) and
with absorption by the intervening atmosphere neglected,
indicate that 2.2 must be added to the value of 0.3 given
in the table so that the total relative value for the
moon Is 2.5.
Except when the instrument is sighting directly on
the moon, the only radiations from natural s~urces in
the heavens that are intanse encugh to affect the instru-
ment at night are the invisible thermal emissions. The
atmospheric temperatures givin~rlse to these thermal
emissions range frcm about 200 K to 300° F. Calculations
based on Plsnckls radiation equation show that more than
99 peroent of the black-body radiation characteristic of
a bOdy at 2750 Y Is In the long-wave part of the spectrum
where the wave numbers are less than 2500 per centimeter
(2500 cm-l). (Wave number is reciprocal of wave length;
therefore 2500 cm-l corresponds to a wave length of
4 X 10-4 om.) For this reason~lonly radiations of wave
number less than about 2500 cm need be considered.
Data on the absorption coefficients (reference h,
pp. 269-270) and spectral transmission (reference 5) for
11quid
-T
ater show that, for the spectral region between
555 cm and 2500 cm‘1, the over-all transmission factor
for black-body radiations characteristic of atmospheric
temperatures is less than 0.01 for 0.0060 centimeters or
8more of liquid water. It has been
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reported (reference 6)
that clouds have a liquid-water oontent ranging from 0.5
to 1.5 grams per cubic meter and that higher values -
probably often occur. For the range of llquld-water
oontent from 0.5 to 1.5 grams per cubic meter, by
neglecting the small amount of atmospheric radiation
beyond this spectral region and the fact that scattering
by the water droplets increases the amount of transmitted
radiation, it is concluded that from 40 to 120 meters of
oloud having a liquid-water ccntent within this r~ge
absorbs at least 0.99 of infrared radiations character-
istic of atmospheric temperatures. Beoause of the
effeots of scattering, a cloud cannot be assumed to absorb
the same fraction of the radistion as an equivalent sheet
of water, but experiments indicate that an average cloud
100 meters or more in thickness acts essentially as a
black-body absorber in the lnfrered spectrum. (See ref-
erence 7.) Vlth this qualitative experimental check on
the blaokness of clouds to infrared radiation, it is
reasonable to assume that all clouds having a liquid-water
content within th~ range of 005 to 1.5 ~rems per cubic
meter.and measuring from.LO to 120 meters or more along
the line of sight act as almost perfect black-body emitters
of infrared radiation. Calibrating an instrument on the
basis of pe~fect emission of clouds consequently is valid
for all such clouds except those considerably less than
about 100 meters in tl~icknessand those too small to fill
completely the field of view of the Instrument.
Composition of Clear Atmosphere
The clear atmosphere consists of a number of gases,
which exist in almost constant yoportions up to altitudes
of at least 20 kilometers (reference 8, p. 151). only
about 5 percent of the total mass of air 1s above this
altitude. The nine more abundant atmospheric constituents
that exist in constent proportion are given in table I,
along with five variable components (references ~ to 10).
At least 85 persent of the ozone and nitrogen oxides
exist in the stratosphere. (See reference 11.) Since
the anmunt of dust present obviously cannot be specified
in the same manner as wcs used for the gases and the
dersity of the water vapor varies W?.thtemperature at a
much more rapid rate khan the gaseous constituents, the
number of grams in a vertical column with a cross section
of 1 square centimeter is used, instead of the reduced
thichsss, in specifying the amount of dust and water
vapor present. The range of values for the water-vapor
oontent of the atmosphere is based upon some observations
made at the Mt. Wilson Observatory. (See refereme 8,
P. 153.) If all the water vapor In a vertioal oolumn of
the at~o,sphp.~e,,given,ln liableI were.oondensed~ It.would
form a layer over the bottom of the column from 0.5 to
7.0 centimeters deep. The amount of water vapor is
stated herein in terms of “centimeters of precioitable
water vapor.”
In estimating the quantity of dust in the clear
atmosphere, only the minute particles of volcanic origin
that are always present are considered and the followlng
average values are used:
2Number of dus particles In a vertioalOolumn 1 c in cross seotion,above sea
level. . . . . . . l . l . . . . l m .* . . 34 x d
Diameter of dust particles . . . . . . . 1.85 X 10-4 Om
Density of dust particles . . . . l . . . 2.3 grams/cd
These values are taken from reference 1, pages 598, 591,
and 593 respectively.
-t
The result of the estimate is
3X1O grsm per squere centimeter, as given In table I.
Attenuatl.onof Infrared Radiation
~“-
Only the molecules of the alr and
of wa er vapor produce true scattering.
9
e diameter of
these molecules 1s of the order of 5 x 10- centimeter.
(See reference 12.) The attenuation of infrared radia-
tion produced by true scattering by the molecules of air
and of water vapor has been computed by means of a
modified form of Rayleigh’s equation for scattering and
found to be less than one-tenth of 1 percent for all
radiations having a wave number less than about 6230 cm-l
(reference 13). Attenuation of the infrared radiation
Involved in operation of the cloud indicator dw to
true soatterlng by the clean air therefore Is negligible.
diffuse reflection.- Particles having diameters
ude as the wave length of
the radiation cause diffuse reflection (sometimes
referred to as scattering). By use of equation (1)
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and figure 1 on page 10~ of reference 7 for the attenua-
tion by large particles and of the estimated values @ven
for the size and number of dust psrticles, the ne trans-
1mission for all wave numbers from 500 to 2500 cm- is
found to be in excess of 0.998. Attenuation by the dust
of the clear atmosphere therefore is also concluded to
be negligible.
---- Absorption by Atmosphere
It is known that none of the monatomic or dlatomic
gases of the atmosphere (table I) ars responsible for
any significant “jartof the emission or absorption by
the atmosphere af any Infrared radiation of wave number
less than 2500 Cm-l. The prfncipal constituents of the
atmosphere that contribute to tha emission and absorption
therefore are carbon dioxide, nitrogen monoxide, nitrogen
pentoxide, ozone, md water vapor. Each of thase five
substances has one or more absorption bands in the region
from 500 to 2500 cm-l, A preliminary investigation
revealed th~t all but five of these absorption bands are
etther so we~k that they are neSli@ble in comparison with
the stronger tands or their effect is masked by other con-
stituents which absorb much more strmgly in the same
spectral region, These five remaining bands are due to
carbon dioxide, ozone, and water v~lpor.
Carbon dioxldeO- The only carbon-dioxide absorpt~on
bands of any significance in the n esent work are those
=Tcentered at about 667 and 2320 cm . From reference L!L,
the
may
-..
transmission by carbon &ioxide in the 2320 Cm-L band
be seen to be
7
Reduced thickness of
carbon dioxide Transuisslon factor
(cm)
0.024 0.71
.3 .L5
7 .12
33 .10
———-.——. — —.— ,., ..., ,., .,
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The absmptlon remains constant as the cerbon-diofide
content increases beyond 33 centheters (reference I-4).
More reoent data (se_e,t&bl_e.I...of yeference 15), however,
show-.thaf-wfthinthe band fror 2220 to 2~00 cm-l the
absorption is 100 peroent for 220–oentl&ters at standard
temperature (0° C) and pressure (1013 mb). The data of
references 14 and 15 were combined In figure ~, which Is
used to evaluate certain qusntltles for the present
analysis. .
More data are available on tie 667 cm-l absorption
band of oarbcm dioxide. The spectral transmission -
faotor Tc can be represented by [see equation (2)
of reference 16)
1
‘c=—
1 + J?uc
(1)
where
K Callendar~s “s ectral absorption coefficient”
(see fig. 47
‘c quantity af carbon dioxide at standard pressure andtemperature, ceritimeters
A smooth faired curve has been substituted for the
irregular curve of reference 16. This fairad curve, shown
in figure 4, was then used in computing by equation (1)
the transmission factor Tc for each of several thick-
nesses of carbon dioxide. The values so computed are
shown in figure 5.
The effect of pressuzw upon transmission by carbon
dioxide can be computed by the method described in the
section entitled “mater vapor.1’
Ozane.- The absorption band due to ozone is shown
in figure 6, which represents the transmission of solar
radiation by the atmosphere, containing 0.21 centimeter
of preoipitable water vapor. The zenith distsme of the
sun was such as to make the alr mass traversed 1.5 times
the air mass along the vertical. The di in the curve,
rwhloh extends from about 980 to 1100 cm- , is principally
attributed to ozone. The absorption outside the ozone
band is caused by water vapor. Because of the narrowness
~
.
—.
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of the ozone band, Its moderate Intensity, and the fact
that only about 15 percent of the ozone is in the tropo-
sphere,the effect of ozone upon the response of the
Instrument is estimated to be negligible when the instru-
ment is sighted on clouds.
Water vapor.- The data of Adel and Lampland on
atmospheric transmission (reference 17) show that the
water-vapor spectrum contains a large number of absorp-
tion llnes. These closely spaced weak lin~s ara illus-
trated by the small dips in figure 6. The abrupt dip in
the curve at high wave numbers, however, is attributed to
the very strong water-vapor bend centered at about
1590 cm-l. The fact that the curve does not indicate
complete transparency at any wave number is probably due
in part to the water-vapor band centered at about 200 cm-l,
which is so pow rful th~t Its effect is apparent even as
-1far aS 2500 Cm .
The spectral transmission factors of water vapor may
be readily determined by making use of two graphs presented
by Elsasser (reference 18, pp. .4.3and 57). In evolving
these graphs, Elsasser smoothed over the small dips in
the water-vapor spectrum and made use of the data of Adel
and La,mpland(reference 17), Fowle (reference ti)~ Strong
(reference 19), and Qandall and others (reference 20).
The effect of temperature upon the trans~ission factor
within the range of atmospheric temperatures is believed
to be small (reference l&, pp. )+7and b&). One of the
two graphs by qlsasser (reference 1~, p. 57) shows the
generalized absorption coefficient plotted against wave
number and is reproduced herein in a modified form.as
figure 7. The modification consists in using cnly one
curve to cover all temperatures within the atmospheric
range and is justified by the smallness of the tempera-
ture effect and by the uncertainty of the temperatures
tentatively assigned by Elsasser to the three curves
given on page 57 of reference 18.
The pertinent part of the other graph by Elsasser
(reference 16, p. 43) is reproduced as figure 8. ~ use
of figures 7 and ~, the transmission factor for water
vapor at any part of the spectrum between 300 and 2100 cm-l
can be estimated. ~lsasser (reference 18S p. 22) also
shows that, insofar as transmission by the water vapor
of the atmosphere is concezmed, the varlatlon with total
pressure can be taken into account by use of a Itreduced
specific moisture”
. . . .. ..... . .. . .-.. .—. —.. . -11 m mmm
. ..
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where
q aotual specific humidity of atmosphere; ratio of
density of water vapor to density of moist atr
P aotual pressure of atmosphere
‘SL standard pressure at sea level
The reduoed amount of water vapor in the atmosphere between
two levels where the pressures are pO and pl is then
/7”o%=; q#dP1 SL (2)
where g is acceleration of gravity (9&O dynes/gram).
Absorption by Optical System
of Thermoelectric Eye
The radiation exchanged between the cloud and the
receiver must traverse the lens unit, the air within
the housing between the lms uiiitand the racaiver, and
the window of the thermopile housing. (Sea fig. 2.)
In the seotion “Analysis” the net exchange of radiation
is determined partly by the over-all spectral trans-
mission factor Tt (which includes reflection as well
as absorption effects) of the entire optical path withtn
the thermoelectric eye and is shown (equation (9)) to
be
where the
unit, the
subscripts L, a, and F refer to the lens
housing air, and the thermopile window,
&“respectively,prime indicates that
not taken into account. and C is
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reflection effects are
a factor that allows
for reflection effects: The “speotraltransmission
factor TL~ is first evaluated.
Lens unito- The lens of the experimental model cf
the cloud indicator is of rock salt and is double convex
with spherical surfaces. The dimensions are as follows:
ThicMness at center, centimeters . . . . . . . . . 1.62
Radius of curvature, centimeters . . . . . . . . . 6.81
lliameterof effective aperture, centimeters . . . 5.50
The outer surface of the lens is covered with shaet
Pliofilm 0.00~3 centimeter thick bound to the rock salt
with a thin coating of asphalt varnish of high transparency
to infrared radiation.
In use, the rays are incident upon the lens at an
anEle of about 15° with tk~eoptic axis of the lens.
(See flSS. 1 and 2.) For simplicity, however, com-
putations for the transmission factor of the lens were
made for Incident rays p&rallel to the optic axis. The
error due to this simplification is estimated to be less
than 1 percent. For monochromatic rad!atlon, the trans-
mission factor of the lens unit is computed by
‘L! = ‘s’TP’ (3)
where the subscripts L, S, and P rsfer to the lens
unit and its rock-salt and Pliofilm components, rospsc-
tivelym Equation (3) is not exact because TS~ does
not vary exponentially with thickness.
The transmission factor of the rock salt is computed
by
f
R
Ie‘kS”S(2nr) dr
oT?=
s
—
d
R
I(2mr) dr
2
J
R
‘kSuSr dr=—
~2n9 (4)
—.——
.. .
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where
I spectral intensity of Incident
15
radiation
.. . . -
---------- . .. . . . ..’-- r-. ---- .. -..
%3 spectral-absorption ooefflclent of rook salt (ref-
erenoe 4, p. 270)
?3 length of path through rook-salt lens, measured
along refracted path (function of r)
r radius of elemental ring
R radius of lens aperture
Equation (4) shows the actual variation of ‘rS1 with thick-
ness. The deviation of. TS1 from an exponential varia-
tion with thickness, however, is small and equetion (3)
is therefore valid for practical purposes.
The net transmission factor of the Pliofilm component
is computed by
Tt=~ -kpup
P (5)
where
‘P absorption coefficient of Pllofllm estimated fromwell~s data (reference 21)
‘P thlokness of Pliofilm sheet
In estimating
‘P from Vents data, allowance was made
fcm reflection by assuming that at the two surfaoes the
Intensity transmitted was diminished 10 percent by this
effect. Vents data were obtained with f’lntteslit widths
and consequently the transmissions reported are not true
monoohromatio values. Since the difference in thickness
between the specimen of reference 21, which was 0.0030 centi-
meter thick, and the one used in the present analysis is
smcill,the error resulting from the use of equation (5)
1s also small.
Housing air and thermopile window.- The average path
length through the air inside the thermoelectric eye is
6.73 centimeters. The amount of precipitable water vapor
along this path under the most humid conditions to be
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encountered In praotice Is estimated to be about O.OOOl centi-
nmter, and the amount of carbon dioxLde along this same
path is estimated to be about 0.0020 centimeter at standard
temperature and pressure. Figures 7 and 8 show that th
transmission factor of the water-vapor content 1s almost
unity for all parts of the spectrum of Interest here. By
referring to figures 3 and 5, it is apparent that the
carbon-dioxide content has a transmission factor of at
least 0.995 for all pertinent wave numbers. For all prac-
tical purposes, therefore, Ta is unity.
The average path length thro~h the window of the
thermopile IS estimated to be 0.26 centimeter. By use
Of tkle ValUes of Snectral absorption Coefficients listed
on page 270 of reference 4, the spectral transmission
factors for the window Tw are computed by an equation
of the same form as equaticn {5).
Optical path within thermoelectric eye.- The numerloaJ
values of the spectral transmission factors for the three
parts of tbe opticsl path are multiplied together to
obtain the spectral tranmlssion factors of the entire
optical s;’stamwithh the thermoelectric eye. The results
of these co~putations are shown in figure ?. A factor (j
of 0.9 is used to approximate the over-all effect of
reflection at the surfaces of the lens unit and of the
tharmopile window.
ANALYSIS
The net exchange of radiation at the receiver of the
thermopile when the device Is sighting on a cloud is seen
to be determined primartly by the following parameters:
(1) Thermal emission by receiver of thermopile
(2) Thermal emission of oloud.
(3 ) ~bmrptlon and e~lssi~n by water vapor and carbon
dioxide in atmosphere along line of sight
(4) Abso@iOn and emission by rock salt and Pliofilm
of lens unit
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In addition to the f’oregolngparameters, others of seoond-
ary importance are
.,..
-. .. . -
---,. ... .,
(5) Absorption and emission”of relatively dm” ~r
within main housing
(6) Absowtlon and emission of rock-salt
the thermopile housing
All these parameters are detemined partly by
turesof the various materials involved.
The analysis therefore consists in first
an equation for the net exchange of radiation
of the individual emissions and absorptlons.
tion is then reduced to the minimum number of
window of
the tempera-
setting up
in terms
Thls equa-
terms and
a general equation is derived for monochromatic atmospheric
radiation. In deriving this general equation, the atmos-
phere la assumed to be homogeneous in any horizontal plane.
No assumption Is made concerning the distribution of tempera-
tures or humidity along the vertical. The general equation
Is tien multiplied by the spectral transnrlsslonfactor
of the optical path within the thermoeleotrlc eye and
integrated over the entire spectrum. A modified form of
this equation is developed that leads to a practical
solution of the radiation-exchange problem.
Net Exchange of Radiation between
Receiver and Atmosphere
The first step In setting up an equation for the net
exchange of radiation flux AF between the receiver of
the thezmoplle and the cloud, as modified by the inter-
vening atmosphere and parts of the thermoelectric eye,
is to write an equation ih terms of the six parameters
previously listed. By letting AF be the net loss of
flux by the receiver, this equation obviously Is
AF=FR-FW-Fa-FL- FA-FC
where
FR emission by receiver of thermopile
‘w
emission by window of thermopile
v
(6)
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Fa en?isslonby alr within main housing modified by
losses in window
FL emission by lens unit modified by losses in housing
alr and window
FA re.diationemerging from surface of atmosphere In
contact with lens, due to self-emission by
etmosphare modified by losses in lms unit,
housing air, and window
‘c emission by part of cloud (or other body) sighted
on modified by 10SSSS in atmosphere, lens unit,
housing air, and .windcw
and each term re~resents the flux in the radiation beam
having boundaries determined by the lens unit and the
receiver of the thermcpil.e.(Seefig. 2.) For convenience,
each term of equation (6) is expressed in terms of en
equivalent flux in the part of the same beam outside the
thermoelectric eye that is incident upon the lens unit.
A common unit for EJl terms of equation (6) might be
watts per square centimeter of the aperture area within
the solid an@eof the field of view of the thermoelectric
eye.
In the present cloud indicator, the field ~f view
corresponds to a conical half-anble of about 21
&
at the
thermoelectric eye. Tn appendix B the transmission
factors of conical beams with half-a[~les less than 4.5°
are shown to differ by less than 1 percent from the
transmi.ssianfactors for parallel beams when all other
conditions @re the same. For present purposes, there-
fore, parallel-beam transmission factors can be used in
the analysis involving the equivalent beams outside the
thermoelectric eye.
Since parallel-beam transmission factors vary
oxponcmtially with the tkickness of the absorbing sub-
stance (
-kuthat 1s, ~ =e. ) , it therefore follows that
when such transmission factors are used, and only when
these are used, the over-all transmission factor of the
entire optical path can be calculated by taking the pro-
duct of the individual transw.issionfactors.
The effect of the size of’the field of view is taken
into account in the analysis by use of the factor
w sln29 , which appears in equatton (B1)of appendti B.
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Another slmplifioetton can be made in the analysis
by assting the followlng.ideal conditions for the --
thermoelectric eye,-aioh are valid in the normal use
of the device:
(1) All parts of the main housing and all components
wtthin it are at a uniform temperature.
(2) All interior surfaces of the thermoelectric eye
exposed to view of the tiermopile receiver, except those
wlthln the cone defined by the lens unit, are perfect
black-body radiators.
For the present, It is also assumed that there are no
losses due to reflection. The right-hand side of equa-
tion (6) then becomas
)- fAftTwfTafTLf - f’cllT,ArfTafTL1 du (7)
where
f flux of monochromatic radihtion for conditions
previously specified for the various F-quantities
T’ transmission factor of parallel-beam monochromatic
radiation, not including reflection effects
c emission factor corresponding to T (1 - ??)
The double prime indicates no mod.lficationby the lens
unit, housing air, and window, snd the subscripts refer
to the same bodies as before.
Expression (7) can then be regrouped and simplified
as
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/{’0 - Q- ‘w’)- Q- ‘Jh’ - (’ - ‘L’)%”d
}
-ffl?!T!T!-f’ I!T!T?Ttdu
AW~L CTa L
=s ( )‘~’ Ta’TL’ ‘R - ‘A” - ‘cl’ ‘u
tiich does not take into consideration the effeot of
losses by reflection. In order to allow for the effect
of reflection, a reflection function can be introduced.
This function is alm~st-lindependentof wava number
between 250CIand 500 cm and consequently a constant
factor C can be put in equation (6) to allow for
reflactlon losses. Equation (6) then may bo written
where
Tt = CT#TafTLf (9)
and represents the over-all spectral transmission factor
of tiieentire optical path within the thermoelectric eye.
Each term on the rlglht-handside of equation (8) has the
transmission factor Tt as a common f~ctor. Because of
this fact, a general equation for self-emission of the
atmosphere as trans~ltted by the thermoelectric eye is
first derived.
.
. .
General Equation for Sell?.Einlsslcmof Atmosphere as
Wansmitted by Thez&oolectri~’Eye - “ ‘-
There are two Important seleotlvely emlttlng con-
stituents in the atmosphere, namely, water vapor and carbon
dioxide. Assume an atmosphere composed of these two self-
emitthg constituents, water vapor and carbon dioxide, and
d6note thetaby the subscripts w and c, respectively;
assume further that the atmosphere is homogeneous in my
horizontal plane and that temperature and composition vary
with changes in altitude. Figure 10 is a diagram of a
horizontal slab Of such an atmosphere.
Let d% be the amount of water vapor and duc be
the amount of carbon dioxide in an elemental laywr of unit
cross-sectional srea. The monochroritic-radiation inten-
sity emitted in the direction e (fig. 10) is
where ~ and kc are the absorption (or er.ission)
coefficients and Ibl{ is the intensity of monochromatic
radiation in the normal direction emitted by u perfect
black body.
The transmission factor of the part of’the slab below
the elemental sheet is
The monochromatic Intensity emerging from the bottom
surface of the slab of atmosphere in the direction 6
therefore is
22
Let fA1l be the
bottom surface within
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radiant flux emerging from the
the cone of half-angle 0. Then
fAn . 2W
/ lA” sin9 cos0 de
e
f
-(%+++kod-oeslne de
d% + Icodue) e
o
(11}\ --J
The transmission factor 7A of a slab for monochromatic
radiation of contcal half-angle e is derived as equa-
tion (53) in appendix B. Equation (B3),when adapted to
this slab, 1s
e
[
-(kwuw+kcuc)S~C e
T* =
2 COS e sin e e de (12)
sin29
o
For sny part~cular atmosphere, Uc is a function of ~y,
so Uc = UC(UW)
Then
Also, the expression within the first parentheses of
equation (11) may be written as
Gu (UJ
W%+wc:u %
V4
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Therefore
.---- . s
From
-%.-.
fA11 =
appendix B,
. . . --MI ...-arA .
- w sin2’0
L
— d%
%? a%
o
however,
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-- ...,.
(U)
lab
N
dn2e = fb
where fb is the bladk-body flux within the cone of half-
angle 6; Therefore
fAII (15)
If Tt is the over-all transmission factor of the thermo-
electric eye for conical-beam radiation of half-angle e,
the self-emisslm of the atmosphere of all wave numbers V
and within the zone of half-angle e and transmitted by
the thermoelectric eye is
m
FA = [ TtfA’ldV
‘o
where the absolute temperature T Is a function of ~.
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For a given instrument the field of view, and there-
fore G, is fixed; consequently, e in equation (16) is
considered constant. Also, use is made of the fact that,
for all fields of view of the size contemplated for the
cloud indicator, the transmission factors are almost the
same as for parallel beams. (See appendix B.) Equation (16)
therefore may be written
(17)
Equation (17) 1s the general equation for self-emission
of the atmosphere as transmitted by the thermoelectric
eye.
Modified Form of General Equation Leading
to a Practical Fadiation Chart
Evaluation of
‘A by direct application of equa-
tion (17) would involve a point-by-point double integra-
tion. A modification of aquatton (17) that greatly
facilitates this evaluation can be made by a method which
closely follows the method of Elsasser (reference 18,
pp. 19-20). The first step in the modification consists
of integrating by parts the second integral of equation
as follows:
l%. p’o(’-%)
(18)
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where
Since ~ Is a function of T, equation (19) may be
written
(20)
and equation (17) therefore becomes
m
/ I
%0
FA =
‘t(u) fb(Tjv) TA(~suc@) du
%1
To (%.)
-)[ ~f#l ,u)dT Tt(W)
bT 7A(~#c,U) du (21)
%(%J 0
Let
The quantity Q, which Is defined by equation (22), Is
fundamental. The evaluation of Q is briefly outlined
in appendix C. For any particular atmosphere, in which
Ue 1s a function of ~, the second term of equation (21)
therefore becomes the line integral
U@. “
f Q(N ,T) dTU@l
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In order to convert the first term of equation (21)
to a form similar to that of the last term, oonsider the
first term with the upper limit, make use of the fact
that T is a function of ~, and again drop Uc, because
for any particular atmosphere Uc is a function of ~.
Both ~ and Uc can be computed from radiosonde data.
Each IS a function of altltude and of temperature and con-
sequently one can be expressed as a function of the other.
Then
sw 1%0~t(~) fb(T,@ T@#c,Uj du
o
m
=s‘t(”)‘b(To’”)‘4%”9‘u (23)o
But
fb(o,u) = o
The first term with the upper limit therefore may be
written
w
~[
Tt(u) fb(!fo, u) - fb(O,U)] TA@yo,vj du
‘o m
Ss
~fb(T,U)
= dT Tt(U)
o 0
~T ‘ho)”) ‘u
The first term of equation (21) with the lower limit
likewise becomes
rTl
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m
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(17) may therefore be written
. . . . . ....
:1
‘A ‘j ‘(%O”) “‘~ ‘t’%”)“ “
o
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p“”’(w’) “
%1’ ‘1
(25)
Finally, If ~n = O and Uw, = Uw and the terms are
u A
rearran~ed,
To Tu1’ WI
o
‘A =
J
Q(O,T) dT +
!
Q(u#f) dT +
J
Q(UW,T) dT
o Tu
o’ W. ‘1
(26)
The path of Integration on a CJT-planeiS a closed fiG-
ure, the area of which represents the radiant flux trans-
mitted by the thermoelectric eye due to self-e],llssionin
the atmosphere. If To is the temperature of the
receiver of the thermopile and T1 is the temperature
of the cloud, it is obvious that FA also represents
the second term of equation (~) ~7 f 1’du.
~tA
A Radlatlon Chart Adapted to Cloud lndlcator
Equation (26) takes into account both carbon dioxide
and water vapor. )?orany one atmosphere, in which the
quantity of carbon dioxide is a function of water vapor,
a chart can be constructed witin Q and T as axess
from which the radiation transmitted by the thermoelectric
eye can be determined for that atmosphere; that is, each
atmosphere can be represented by a radiation chartc
Figure 11 illustrates the type of closed curve defined
by equation (26) plotted on a QT-plane. In fl~ure 11
‘o
is the temperature of the receiver of the thermopile
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and T1 is the temperature of the cloud. The atmosphere
Is mp=esented by the line imnmdiately under area B. The
significance of the various areas on this chart is as
fOllows:
Area A + B.- Aa hcs been stated area A + B represents
1the second term of equation (S) TtfA1ldu.
Area A.- Area A represents self-emission of an
isoth~atmosphere containing Uw centimeters of
preclpitable water vapor and uc(~) centimeters of
carbon dioxide at a temperature T1, as transmitted by
the thermoelectric eye.
Area A + D.- Area A + D represents the self-emission
of a black body at a temperature T1 transmitted by the
thermoelectric eye.
Area D.- Area D represents the black-body efisslon
chara~tio of temperature T1 transmitted by the
atmosphere containing Uw centimeters of preclpitable
water vapor and UC(%) centimeters of carbon dioxide
and by the thermoelectric eye. This area therefore
represents the third term of equation (8)
f
‘1du.
‘tfc
AreaA+B+C+D.- Area A + B + C + D represents
the self-emission of a black body at a temperature of ToJ
transmitted by the thermoelectric eye. This area there-
fore represents the first term of equation (&)
J ‘tfR ‘u l
By equation (8), the exchange of radiant flux at
the receiver of the thermopile AF is therefore given by
Al?= (A+3+c+D)-(A+B)-D
= c (27)
-—- —— ....-.,, - ,- mm-m, 1 I 11n
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This area C is the line integral
..
“seoondterm of equation.(26)..-orha
rTo
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represented by the
more concise form by
...-_..
c = J QdT. (28)Tl
Preliminary computations show that, for the range
of atmospherlo temperature and atmospheric content of
water vapor and carbon dioxide expected in fll@t use
of the cloud indicator, the relative values of
.~(~suc,T)
range from 1 to 2000. The variation of Q with each
parameter, while the othertwo are held constant,is so
great that numerous tables or famines of curves would
be needed to represent the values of ~ “wlthln reasonable
tolerances. In order to avoid the necessity of using a
great number of tables or families of curves, a plane
different from that used for figure 11 is used for the
radiation chart.
Let the coordinates of the new plane be y and x,
where
J, dx = f, d,
in which Q= Q(~~uc~T)s as defined
and y is an arbitrary constant Y~
and ~ =0 . Also let
(29)
in equation (22),
for Uc = O
When equations (29) and (30) are combined,
Q(UW,UO,T)
7= Q(O,O,T) ‘0
= Y(uwsuCDT)
(30)
(31)
—.. ..-— ——.—-.
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The yx-plane that is used In constructing the radia-
tion chart is defined by equations (30) and (31). The
variation of y with TS as ~ and Uc are held
constants Is found to be so small that five tables are
sufficient to represent within a small tolerance the
values of y for any combination of ~,, uc~ and T
expected in flight use.
R3XULTS
Values of y (equation (31)) have been computed for
the limiting quantities of water vapor, carbon dioxide,
and temperature expected during use of the cloud indicator
In fl@to
~ese Values of y~ along with others for
some ~ntermediate flight quantities, are plotted in fig-
ure 12 in which y. has been arbitrarily assigned a
value of 100. The nonuniform temperature scale of fig-
ure 12 results from us~ng x(T) of equation (30) for the
abscissa.
Figure 12 shows that, for the majority of cambina-
ttons of water vapor and carbon dioxide, the variation
of y with temperature is small. The curves for
% =Oanduc= 550 and for ~ = 1 end Uc = O show
the greatest variatton - about 15 percent of the maximum
ordinate of 100. Further computations of y show that
the maxlmm variation of y with temperature occurs for
a combination of about 0.25 centimeter of precipitable
water vapor and no carkon dioxide. For this combination,
the variation of y with temperature is shown in fig-
ure 130 The maximum variation for this case is found to
be @ peroent of the maximum ordinate.
The percentage variation with tmnperature can be
made snmller than any desired value by dlvldlng the
temperature scale Into sufficiently small intervals.
For each of these intervals, a table can be ~ade which
gives a value of y for any specified combination of
water vapor and carbon dloxi.deand 1s valid throughout
that temperature range within any desired tolerance.
The number of tables giving values of y 1s determined
by the accuracy required. For present purposes, it Is
estimated that tables covering temperature ranges in which
the variation of y with temperatur~ 1s no more that
*2 percent can be tolerated. Five such tables are there-
fore needed.
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An InspectIon of figure 13 indioates that the total
variation is dlvlded Into.five.approximqtelye.qua$Pg@s .
with a maximum variation of *1.8 percent by-the five .
temperature ranges in the following table:-
Range in Representative
emperature temperatures Table
(°K) (QK)
213 to 235 22~ II
235 to 256 245 III
256 to 282 267 IV
282 to 299 289 v
299 tO 323 311 VI
Figure 13 also indicates that representative values of y
for eaoh of these five intervals can be obtained at the
temperatures given In the middle column of the table.
For each of the five temperatures given in the middle
column, evaluations are made of the quantity y (equa-
tion (31)) for numerous combinations of water-vapor and
carbon-dioxide content. Some details of these evalua-
tions are given in appendix C. The result of these
evaluations are presented in tables II to VI, in which
all temperatures are expressed, ~or the user~s convenience
in degrees Centigrade.
For convenience in plotting y ~ainst temperature
in suoh a manner that the area under the curve is a
measure of the net exchange of radiation at the receiver
of the thermopile, a plane is ruled (fig. 14) with
uniformly spaced horizontal lines for directly plotting
as ordinates values of y from the tables and with a
nonlinear abscissa scale (divided according to equa-
tion (30))for plotting temperatures. For the experimental
model of thecloud indicator, the area scale is suoh that
the entire ruled area of figure 14 represents
6560~ sin29 micromatts of radiation per square centi-
meter of lens aperture. “
Elsasser states on page 57 of reference 18 that
not much is known about the acouraoy of the Individual
II n II w II ml Ilm - Im I n 1111 Immlll m - mm-,, ,m .,, - .- .. .
k
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measurements upon which the generalized absorption coef-
ficients are based. This faot, combined with a further
loss of accuracy as a result of the smoothing prooess
involved in Elsasser~s generalized absorption coefficient,
precludes any claim for high accuracy in the results
obtained by the analysis when fi~re 7 is used to deter-
mine the transmission facstorof water vapor. Any definite
statement concerning the over-all accuracy of the values
given in tables II to VI therefore is impossible. When
the experimental setup is such as to satisfy the condi-
tions that were assumed ~n making the analysis, however,
it seems reasonable to expect that the probable over-all
error In Integrated radiation exchange obtained by means
of the tables and chart will not be large, probably not
greater than about 5 percent for many combinations of
the independent variables.
DISCUSSION
The tables that have been developed for the cloud
Indicator oan also be used for any similar infrared device
provided that the mqylar extent of the beam, both within
and without the thermoelectric eye, is’not much greater
than in the present device and provided that the spectral
transmission factors are essentially the same as for the
present device. Tho second specification effectively
limits the use of the present tables to similar devices
that contain a lens unit of rock salt and Pliofllm and
have average thicknesses about the same CM in the present
device. The lens, however, may halvedifferent dimensions,
and therefore different speeds and different fields of
view, provided that the foregoing specifications are ful-
filled. Similar tables could be constructed for similar
infrared devices that do not conform to the foregoing
specifications.
The radiation chart (fig. 14) has the same validity
and limitations as the tables. Similar charts could also
be constructed for similar infrared devices.
The tables and the chart can be used to determine
the exchange of radiation between the receiver of the
cloud indi~ator and any black-body
for example, any blackened surfaoe
that might be used in calibration.
radiator including,
of known temperature
If
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me tables and-chart for oalibratlng the cloud
Indicator are valid for A’.clekm--attiosplrerewith the ---
normal complement of minute dust particles. The larger
dust particles and haze are known to affeot markedly
the net exchange of radiation, but these effects are
not considered in the present analysis because no prao-
tioal flight method of readily determining the density
of either of these constituents in the atmosphere is
known. This omission, however, appears not serious for
the cloud indioator when used as contemplated by trans-
ocean transport airplanes beoause under such flight
conditions the occurrence of haze, and especially of
large dust particles, is not frequent.
Calibration of the cloud indicator is greatly
simplified by means of the tables and the radiation
chart. Without these aids, the determination would
involve a point-by-point double integration over the
spectrum and over the range of altitude or of some
parameter defined by altitude.
The area under a curve that represents the inter-
vening atmosphere, on either a QT- or yx-plane,
represents the exchange of radiation at the receiver in
terms of the field of view of the cloud indicator. The
accuracy with which the effective field of view is kmown
consequently determines, in part, the over-all accuracy
of the determination. Errors due to faulty values of
the effective field of view, as well as to the use of
parallel-beam transmission factors, however, can be
largely eliminated by a direct calibration made by
sighting the device directly on a nearby black body at
Mown temperature.
The present analysis and the resulting tables and .
chart are directly applicable to oonical beams of radia-
tion with their center lines perpendicular to homogeneous
slabs of the atmosphere and hence may be applied direotly
to the cloud indicator when it Is sighted vertically
upward. For all praotical purposes, the same tables and
chart can be used when the devioe is not sighted verti-
cally by using, as the quantity of absorber sighted
through, the amount along the center line of the inclined
line of sight rather than the quantity along the vertical.
This procedure obviously is not entirely accurate because
rays that constitute a hollow cone about the center line
of the field of view in this case do not traverse paths
with identical charactsristlcs. TW errors introduced
34
by the rays above the
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center llne~ however, tend to com-
pensate for the errors introduced-by the rays below the
center line and, consequently, since the field of view
of’the cloud indicator is small (about ~$”~, the error
Introduced by this simplifying assumptiofiIs small -
probably not more than a few percent. The analysis and
the resulting equation (equation (26)) are exact. The
transmission factors appearing in this equetlon, however,
are the values for conical beams of monochromatic radia-
tion and for the spatial distribution of energy that
actually exists; that is, an error, though usually small,
is introduced in any numerical computation that uses
transmission factors for parallel beaiistraversing slabs
with parallel surfaoes and for finite spectral intervals.
Two examples of the way In which the tables and chart
can be used in determining th’!radiation exchange when
the oloud indicator is sighted either toward the zenith
or in som other direction are given in appendix D.
COI?CLTJSIONS
An experimental model of a cloud indicator, which
is a flight Instrument utilizing Infrared radiations for
detecting and indicati~ the location of clouds at night,
has been developed. The preliminary investigation, based
upon data in the scientific literature, of the factors
that might determine the exchange of radiation between
the receiver of the cloud indicator and a cloud, indicated
the following conclusions:
1. Except when the cloud indicator is sighting
direotly on the moon, the only radiation from natural
souroes In the heavens that are intense enough to affect
the readings of the instrument are the thermal emissions
in the infrared region of the spectrum.
2. Clouds of moderate thickness are almost perfeot
thermal emitters of infrared radiations.
3. Att enuatton of infrared radiation emitted by
clouds due to scattering by molecules of the atmosphere
or to diffuse reflection by the normal complement of dust
particles in the atmosphere is negligible.
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h. Water vapor and carbon dtoxlde are the only oon-,-
stittient~of ‘the clear atmosphere that are Important in
modifying the exohange of radiation.
The analysis of the exc)hangeof radiation given in
the present paper indicated the followlng oonolusions:
5. A practioal nmans has been provided for deter-
nlning the exchange of radiation between the receiver
of the cloud indicator and a oloud as modified by emission
and absorption of the intervening atmosphere and by the
selectively absorbing parts of the thermoelectric eye.
The detetination takes into account the effect of the
carbon-dioxfde cuntent as well as the water-vapor con-
tent of the atmosphere.
6. The tables and the radiation chart presented
are expected to serve as a valid guide in extrapolating
results of field observations made with the cloud indi-
cator to cover all probable fligk.tconditions. They
should therefore aid in devising a practical scale for
the cloud indicator for use in fllght.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Lan@ey Field, Va.
.
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
reflection constent
first radiation constant
~.1906 x ,0-’2 )watt c# steradian-l
second radiation constant (1.h3~4 cm deg)
flux of monochromatic radiation, watt cm-2/cm-1
net exchange of monochromatic radiation flux,
watt cm-2/cm-1
total flux of all radiation in spectrum, watt cm-2
acceleration of gravity (989 dynes/gram)
relative humidity
intensity of monochrom:~ic radiation,
watt cm‘2 steradian / cm-l
absorption coefficient, Cn!-1
Callendar~s “absorption coefficient” (reference 16)
Elsasserts generalized absorption coefficient
(reference 18)
mixing ratio, gm of water yer kg of dry air
atmospheric pressure, mb
function defined by equation (22), watt cm-2 (o~)-1
radius of elemental ring, cm
radius of Mns agerture, cm
absolute temperature, ‘K
reduced thickness of absorbtng material, cm
.
. .
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u total reduced thioknesa of absorbing material in
. . slab of atmosphere, .om
q speolfic humidity
x function of temperature; defined by equation (30)
Y f’unctionof carbon-diofide and water-vapor content
and of temperature; defined by equation (31)
E emission factor
e angle with normal to surface, radians or deg
u wave number of monochromatic radiation, cm-1
T transmission f’actor
Subscripts:
a
A
b
c
c
L
N
P
P
R
s
s
SL
t
air within housing of thermoelectric eye
atmosphere
blac?rbob~
carbon dioxide
cloud (or other black body sighted on)
lens unit of thermoelectric eye
normal to surface
pressure
Pliofllm
receiver of thermopile
saturated water vapor in atmosphere
rook-salt oomponent of lens unit
sea level
thermoelectrlo eye
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water vapor
window of thermopile
speclfled level in atmosphere or zero quantity of
absorbing material
enother level in atmosphere
Prime indicates that reflection effects are not included.
Double prime indicates no modification by lens unit
housing air and window.
,,
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TFUINSMISSIONOF A DIVERGING EEAM OF
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MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION
The transmission factor T! of a horizontal parallel
slab“of homogeneous absorbing material of thickness u
for a parallel beam of monochromatic radiation Is given
by
-kusec(3 “7~=e
where
e angle between incident beam and normal to surface
of slab
k absorption coefficient of material of whloh slab
is composed
Assume that a horizontal-plane black-body surface
is emitting isotropic diffuse monochromatic radiation
Into the same slab. ~t IbN be the intensity of the
radiation emitted nO~ally tO the surface and Ib the
intensity in the direction e with the normal. By
Lambert!s cosine law
Ib = Ib Cos e
N
The total ~~so~h~gdiation emitted within a oone
of half-angle
fb = 2fr
!
lbN 00s e sin e de
o
= WI
%
a1.n2e (Bl)
,. -—-- . ..-., .--, ,, -. .. ... . . . . . . . .-, ,.. .—
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Likewise, the total flux transmitted
thickness u is
‘bu = 2Tf
J
IbN cos e sin
o
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by-the slab of “
00 -lmsace~g (~)
and the transmission factor is
v
2 [ cos e sin (3e‘h ‘eCede
‘bu
7A = —=
‘b
Jo
sin2e (B3)
It is apparent that, as e approaches 0, 7A
approaches e-h. Furthermore, an evaluation of equa-
tion (B3) shows that, for conical beams of half-angle e
less than 4.5°, the difference between the value of 7A
‘m Is less than 1 percent even when the absorp-and e
tion Is great enough to cut.the net transmission to less
tham 0.001 of the incident value; that 1s, even when ku
is as large as 6.9.
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APPENDIX C
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.. .
EVALUATION OF QUANTITY y IN EQUATION (31)
The quantity y In equation (31) can be evaluated
only after evaluation of Q in equation (22). The
afb
quantity Q Involves the term —
fisin2e blbN bT
which, by equa-
tion (Bl) becomes
~T “
By Planok~s radiation law
c~v3
IbN =
()
C2v
e~-~
(cl)
where the values of the radlatlon constsnts are
c1 = 1.1906 x 10-12 watt c~ steradian-1
and
C2 = 1.4384 cm deg
bfb
These oonstants were used In the evaluation of
— for
aT
various combinations of temperature T and wave number v.
the
Fbr
The expression for Q (equation (22)) also involves
spectral transmission factor of the atmosphere
‘A”
monochromatic radiation
‘A = ‘WTO (C2)
where the subscripts w and c indicate the water-vapor
and oarbon-dioxide contents of the atmosphere, respectively.
4
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Hence, 7A was computed by e“quatlon(C2) with the use
of figures 3, 5, 7, and 8. The other factor In the
expression for Q Is ?t~ for whloh values were obtained
from figure 9.
The Integrations over all wave numbers, for each
combination of water-vapor and carbon-dloxlde content
and of ternperatur~ware carried out for all possible
combinations of the following values of the three
parameters;
Water-vapor content I ICarbon-dfoxide content Temperature(cm) (om) (°K)
o
.01
l 10
.25
1
2.5
5
10
25
0
.23
t
1%
550
224
k
25
27
289
311
After Q was computed for each of the combinations,
the corresponding values of y were co~puted by equa- .
tion (31). An inspection of these values of y showed
that graphical representation was not practical snd that
smaller increments were necessary for tabular representa-
tion. The additional values were obtained by a system
of plotting and falring curves and are Included in
tables II to VT.
. .
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APPENDIX D
. . ...-. . . .. .
ExAw~s OF ~E OF RADIAtiON-TABUS ~ cHART - ~
A numerical example Is given to illustrate the way
in which the radiation tables and chart derived In the
present report can be used to estimate the net radiation
exohange at the receiver of the cloud indicator for
purposes of calibration.
The atmosphere used as an example is one that
existed at Langley Field, Va. on the evening of Octoberl,
1943. The values of pressure, temperature, and relative
humidity were determined by a radiometeorograph and some
of the Important results obtained are given in table VZI.
During the ascent of the radiometeorograph, an overcast
with a base height varying from 5600 feet to 7200 feet
was observed.
Equation (2), which involves the specific humidity q,
Is used to compute the amount of water vapor between
each of the 14 levels of table VII. Available tables
and charts, however, give only the saturation ratio ma
and therefore values of the aotual ratio m must be
obtained by
m = hm~ (Dl)
wherg h is the relative humidity. The corresponding
values of specific humidity are then determined by the
equation
q =m(l - m) (=)
which holds to within one-tenth of 1 percent throughout
the range of values found in the atmosphere. The values
of q thus obtained are also given in table VII.
Standard atmospheric pressure at
1013 millibars. By using this value,
specific moisture
r
q ~ is computed
EL
sea level pSL is
the reduced
(Oolumn (5),
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table VII). Multiplying the mean of this value for any
slab between two ad~aeent layers by the difference in
atmospheric pressure and dividing by the acceleration of
gravity g gives the quantity of water vapor along the
vertioal within that slab, as indicated by equation (2).
These values are shown in column (8). It may be noted
that lmb= i1000 dynes/c#; and g = 9 0 dynes/gram;
hence the factor l/O.~60 In column (8).)
In order to compute the quantity of carbon dlofide,
use is made of the fact that the percentage composition
is constant at all levels involved and hence the amount
of carbon dioxide above any level is proportional to
the pressure at that level. When the total carbon-
dloxide content of the atmosphere is taken to be *O centi-
meters at standard pressure and temperature (table I),
the amount of carbon dioxide along the vertical above
that level is
‘c = 240 &P
= 0.236P (D3)
where p is the pressure in millibars at the level
Involved. The amount of carbon dioxide in an elemental
slab Is then Aucn = 0.236 Ap, values of which are
given fn column (~). The reduced carbon-dioxide content
in an element Ap is
F
0.236 Ap s which Is given
‘SL
in column (10) of table VII.
Example 1 - cloud indicator at ground level,
sighting vertically upward.- Assume that the cloud indi-
cator Is sigh n
‘i%
on a cloud base at 5600 feet, where
the ressure is 25 millibars and the temperature is
B11.7 c. For this case only the first four rows of
table VII are pertinent. The summations of the reduoed
quantities of water vapor and oarbon dioxide between
ground level and each of these levels, and corresponding
values of y taken from table V, are given In the
following table:
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Tempera-...Reducedw,ater..vapor Reduoed carbon
ture above ground level,~ diofide aliotie “-y
(Oc) (em) ground level,Uc
(cm)
a
21.2
20.9
20.0
9*3
o
!38:3 “
1“97
o
The values of y are plotted against temperature In
the radiation chart and a curve is falred through these
points In figure 15. The area under the part of this
curve between temperatures of 21.2° c and 11.7° C has
been determined by mechanical integration and found to
be 277w sln2e. If the half-angl~ of the effective
field of view is taken to be 2 , the radiation exchange
t
at the cloud Indicator for the specified conditions is
1.34 mtcrowatts per square centimeter of aperture area.
Example 2 . Cloud Indicator at altit~g, sighting15°
above the horizontal.- Let the oloud indicator be at an
altitude of 10,000 feet where the pressure is 699 milli-
bars and the temperature is 3.2° C. Let the line of
sight be elevated 15°. Assume further that the instru-
ment is sighting on a cloud at a pressure height of
400 millibars and that the surface temperature of the
cloud is the same as the temperature measured b the
radlonmteorograph at this level, that is, -19.8Z c.
The last 10 rows of table VII are therefore pertinent
for this example. “
Equetlon (26) and figure 10 show that water-vapor
and oarbon-dl.oxidecontents above the lower surfaoe of
the slab - that is, above the cloud indicator - are “
needed. For this reason, It is necessary to make the
sunmmtlons from a reference level at 699 millibars. A
preliminary computation shows that the content of the
element between 699 and 662 millibars is 0.197 centi-
meter of water vapor and 7.1 centinmters of carbon
dioxide. In the following table, the summations of
these two quantities from the base level of 3=2° C
(correspoti-ingto 699
and (3):
mb) are given in coltis (2)
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(1)
Tempera-
tum
(“c)
3.2
l
4kl
15:6
- .0
i
%: 1
-10.5
-13.0
-17.8
-19.8
(2) I (3) (4) I (5)
Reduced amount above Reduced amount along
699 mb 15° llne of sight
water
vapor
(cm)
o
.20
.60
;&
: J;
k
l7
l7
i!
l 9
.0
Carbon
dioxide
(cm)
Water
vapor
(cm]
o
7.1
0
.76
2. 1
2.z
295z
2. 6
J2. 0
2.88
2.96
3.0
3.0 3
Carbon
dioxide
(cm)
o
x
106
114
133
139
155
171
191
200
(6)
Y
Loo
$f.~
34:0
33.6
32.6
32.4
32.0
31.4
32.0
31.9
In order to adapt the table to a line of sight elevated 15?
columns (4) ati-(5) are Included. The values of y are -
selected from tables III and IV by using the values given
here In columns (l), (4), and (5) as the independent
parameters.
The values of y are plotted against temperature
in flgum 1 , and the area under the curve is found to
2be 400Trsin 0. Again, where the ha
~$-~@e of the effec=
tlve field of vfew Is taken to be 2- , the net radiation
4
exchange at the cloud Indicator is 1.94 microwatt per
square oentheter of aperture area.
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TABLE I
50
COMPOSITION OF TROPOSPHERE AND APPROXIMATE
REDUOED~T~CIUVESS OF SEPARATE CON-
- ,. ,.-
-.. — ------- STITUENTS .IN.ENTI RE ATMOSPHERE
-,, ...
~eduoed thlolmess at 0° C and pressure of 1013 nib;
data for first 13 constituents from referenoe 8;
first 2 reduoed thicknesses have been oorrpoted
by use of Blrgets new value for specific volume
of an ideal gas (referenoerg, p. 23~); value for
reduoed thiokness of ozone modified in aocordanoe
with ~25-peroent variatia reported in refer-
ence 10, p. 52] “
Constituent Relativs volume Reduced thiclmess In
entire atmosphere
Nitrogen 0.7809 6243.4 m
Oxygen .2095 1674.9 m
Argon .0093 74~4 m
Carbon dioxide .0003 2.4 m
Neon 1.8 % 10-5 4.4 cm
Helium 5.2 x 10-6 4.2 cm
Krypton 1 x 10-6 .8 Cm
Hydrogen 5 x 10-7 .4 cm
Xenon 8 X @ .06 cm
Ozone Variable 2t04mm
Nitrogen monoxtde Variable Several mm
Nitrogen pentoxide Variable .03 =
Total for olean, dry atmosphere 7995e3 m
Water vapor Very variable 0.5 to7.0grame/o$
Dust Variable 3 x 10-6 gralq/cm2
I?ATIONAL ADVISORY
CCIMllITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
ul
TABLE 11
VALUES OF y (EQUATION (31)) FOR TEMPERATURE RANGE FROM -60° c to -38° c
Carbon-dioxide
o 0.1 0.25 0.50 1 2 ~ 5 10 20 30 50 100 200 400 600
content, Uw
(cm) i
o ‘.1;0 ;; ;; 92 89 86 84 81 79 77 76 74 [1 to~ 69 68
.005
z ?
o 87 83 81 78 76 74 731
i
8 ~ 66 65
.010 ;3 9? 91‘ 8 85 81 79 76 74 72 71 9 67 65 64 63
.025
1?
88 86 82 78 76 74 72 0 69 67 65 63 62 61
.050 91 9 186 84 80 76 74 72 70 8 67 65 63 61 60 5
.075
8
0 87 8 83 7 7 73 71 6 67 6 63 62 150 5 5
?
3
.100 9 86 8? %2 78 7.172 70 6? 66‘62 62 61- 59 5 5X
.150 6${ :1 82 80 76 72 70 68 66 64 62 61< fj
8
58 5715
.200 80 78 74 0 68 66 6L 62 61 60 5 5
.250 ;? ;;
76 74 7, !? :X$ 2: ;; g ;3 ;: $ E :$
76 76 72
.300
. 50
t
;% ;~ # 72 70 6 6 63 61 53 58 57’ 5
1 z z
5 53 52
l 00
.450
71 6 6 6 62 60 5 5 56 5
7 75 72
l 500 i;3 7$ ~;
& # :$ :; :: y ;~ $ 2$ g; ;; ~ ~
.600
z
66 64 61 60 58 56 54 53 52
67
~ ~9 ~ &
;J;: 71 9 64 62 59 58 56 54 52 51 50 8 7
:9 6-7 65 62 60 ~ 56 54 53 51 50 48 4 46 4 45
.900 61 59 51 5 53 52 0 49 4 4t 4 42 u
1.000 6~ 6? i~ 60 58 55 5/?52 1 i9 48 4i 45 4? 43 43
1.200 63 61 z
k
61 59
59 57 55 53 52 0 947 46 44 ~3 42 41 41
1. 00 z57 55 53 1 0 8 4745 44 42 41 40 39 39
1. 00 59 57 55 i t
1.800
53 51 9 8 46 4543 42 41 40 39 38 38
57 55 53 5149 47 46 4 4342 /!+140 39 38 37 37
2 l 000 55 54 52 50 48 46 45 d 4241 40 39 38 37 36 36
Carbon-dioxide
2 l 500
3,000
t
l 500
.000
4.500
5l 000
6.000
i
,000
l 000
9l 000
10l 000
12.000
lb.000
16.000
18.000
20,000
22l 000
k
2 .000
2 .000
0
—
{
1
8
46
~$
40
37
34
31
29
27
24
21
19
17
15
13
11
10
TABLE 11 - Concluded
VALUES OF y - Concluded
).25 0.50 1 2
47 45 44
4~ 43 41
42 41 39
40 39 37
;; ;;,;;
34 3.23131 y) 29
29 28 2’7
27 26 25
25 24 24
22 21 21
20 19 18
18 17 16
16 15 14
14’13 12
12 11 11,
10 10 10 i
9 9 9
—
3
G
40
38
36
34
33
30
28
26
24
23
20
18
16
lJ
12
11
10
9
—
41 40 39 3E
39 38 3’736
37’36 35 34
35 34 33 m
33 32 31 31
32 31 30 30
30 29 28 27
28 27 26 25
26 25 24 23
a!+ 23 22 22
23 22 21 21
20 20 19 19
18 18 17 17
16 16 15 15
4 14 13 13
12 12 11 11
10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9
8 8 8 s
—
50
—
37
35
33
31
~o
29
27
25
23
21.
20
38
16
14
12
11
10
9
8
—
TLoo 200
I
32 31
30 30
2 2
i 8
;6 :6
24 24
18 18
16 16
14 14
12 12
11 11
10 10
9 9fJ 8
!@c
34
32
30
2
2?
27
25
23
21
20
lp
17
15
13
12
11
10
9
8
600
34
32
30
2
z
:7
25
23
21
20
19
17
l?
13
12
11
10
9
.8
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TABLE 111
u-l
VALUES OF y (EQUATION (31)) FOR TEMPERATUm RANGE FROM ’38° c to “1’7°c
G
Carbon-dioxidel
content, uw
(cm)
o
.005
.010
.025
.050
.075
.100
.150
.200
.250
;3;:
t. 00
.450
.500
.600
. 00
i. 00
.900
1.000
1.200
1.400
1.600
1.800
2.000
.00
96
9$
88
86
85
03
81
1.1
98
;$
69
86
:x
82
80
78
76
74
73
72
71
68
66
64
62
61
59
57
55
53
51
T)625 0.50
$ 93
89
89 87
861 84
:3 81
7
81 78
q 76
74
75 72
;g ;;
;; 2?
69 67
66 ;$
64
62 60
60 58
59 57
57 ;;
55
53 51
51 50
50 49
—
1
.
90
86
84
81
78
7
7z
;~
70
68
67
66
;Z
62
60
58
57
;$
51
43
4
47
—
3 5
36 83
32 79
79 76
76 74
73 7~
7: ;
[
z
8 67
66 6’
65 61
64 63
63 62
62 61
61 60
60 59
58 5(
56 54
54 53
53 52
52 1
t50 :
48 ~
46 4’
45 4U
44 43
—
10
—
81
’77
75
’72
69
67
66
64
63
62
61
60
5
5?
57
55
;;
$0
49
47
&
~2
41
—
TABLE III - Concluded
. .
z
Carbon-dioxide
content,Uw
(cm)
2.500
~,000
t
l 500
.000
~.500
5.000
6.000
i
.!)00
.000
9.000
10.009
12,000
k
1 .000
1 .000
18.000
20,000
22.000
k
2 .000
2 .000
—
c
~
)+<
44
42
40
3e
35
32
30
28
26
23
21
19
1~
15
13
11
10
—
VALUES OF y - Concluded
0.1
48
g
41
39
37
34
31
29
27
26
23
20
18
16
11}
12
11
10
2.250.50 1 2’ 3 5 10
46 46 44 42 41 40 38
~+ ~; ~; $ ;~,~: 3J
39 38 37 36 35 54 33
37 36 5 34 35 32 32
?36 35 3 33 32 31 31
33 32 31 30 29 29 28
31 30 29 28 27 27 26
29 28 27 26 25 25 24
27 26 25 2)+23 23 22
25 24 25 23 22 22 21
22 21 20 20 20 19 19
20 19 18 18 18 17 17
18 17 16 16 16 15 15
16 15 14 4 14 13 13
14 13 12 12 12 12 11
12 11 11 10 10 10 10
10
9 1; 1; ? ? 8 8
—
20
.
38
36
3~
32
;:
$7
25
23
22
21
19
17
:;
11
10
2
—
—
3C
—
37
35
33
31
?)0
29
26
24
22
21
20
18
16
1)+
12
11
10
—
5C
—
36
34
32
31
3’0
29
26
24
22
21”
20
18
16
4
12
11
10
100
35
33
31
30
2
?
:5
23
21
20
19
17
15
13
12
11
10
?
zoo
34
32
30
:?
27
25
23
21
20
19
17
15
13
12
11
10
?
@o
x
32
;:
27
26
24
22
21
20
19
17
15
13
11
10
?
7
500
33
31
2,
?
$7
26
24
22
21
20
19
17
15
13
11
10
8
7
l
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TABLE IV
VALUES OF Y’ (EQuATION (31)) FOR TEMPERATURE RANGE FRoh!-17° c tO 9° c
Carbon-dioxidel
content, Uw
(cm)
o
. Oofj
.010
.025
.050
.075
,100
.150
.200
.250
.300
t
.-;:
:450
,’
.500
.600
i: %
.900
1.000
1.200
k
1. 00
1. 00
1.800
2.000
100
80
78
76
;$
72
p
6t
65
63
62
60
57
-
).l
;;
8
0
6
83
81
80
78
76
74
72
71
~
67
65
63
61
60
58
56
54
5:
J?_9
~.25
96
91
87
:3
7
7?
75
73
72
70
69
a
65
63
61
59
58
56
#
z;
47
).50
8
3
8
85
81
78
76
75
73
71
g
67
65
;$
61
59
57
56
55
5?
i
“4?
46
—
1
—
8
1
6
82
79
76
74
7!
t
68
66
65
63
62
61
59
57
56
54
5:
i
#
44
—
—
2
.
89
83
80
76
73
72
i;
66
65
:3
61
60
59
57
5
5?
52
ii
~?
L
43
—
III3 51020
—
30
—
80
7;
i8
;;
62
60
59
58
;6
z5.
53
52
~;
46
45
43
42
40
3
3?
—
LOO
77
72
69
65
62
60
5
58%6
5i
52
51
5;
z8
47
42
44
43
41
40
39
37
36
y-)()
75
70
g
60
58
5
5i
54
53
52
5;
2
4?
46
4
4t
&
40
38
37
36
35
00
~$
66
63
60
58
57
5
5z
53
52
5:
?
48
46
g
4-2
41
40
38
37
3
3J
:Jlhi?!y
content,~
(cm)
2 l 500
3;;:;
i .000
4.500
5,000
6.000
i
.000
l 000
9 l 000
10.090
12l 000
t
1 .000
1 .000
18.000
20.000
22.000
k
2 .000
2 .000
—
o
~
4-2
40
38
37
3431
29
27
26
23
20
19
16
15
13
12
10
—
TABLE IV - (jOncluded
VALUES OF y
).25o.~o
f
/# ~1
Lo 59
38 37
36 35
34 53
32 31
29 28
27 26
2
?
25
2 23
21 20
19 18
17 16
1
?
15
11 13
12 12
11 19
9 9
- Concluded
—
1
G
ko
38
36
34
32
~o
28
26
24.
23
20
18
16
lb
13
12
10
8
—
—
2
G
38
36
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
22
19
17
1
1i
12
11
10
8
—
5 10
38 37
36 35
3k 33
33 32
31 30
30 29
~~ 27
?6 25.
?4 25
22 22
21 20
18 18
16 16
15 Q
13 13
L2 12
Lo 10
8 ?
—
50
—
34
33
31
30
20
27
25
23
.22
20
19
1?
15
14
12
11
10
j
—
TLOO 200
3~ 33
32 31
30 ~;
:8 27
26 26
24 24
23 22
21 21
20 20
19 18,
17 16;
15 15
14 13j
12 12
11 11
10 10
9 9
7 7
27
26
24
22
21
12
11’
10
8
7
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500
32
30
29
27
26
25
23
22
20
:!/
16
h
13
12
11
i
7
u-l
m
TABLE V
u-l
--J
VALUES OF Y (EjQUATION (7I)) FoR TE]flpERATumRAHGE FROM 9° c To 26° c
Carbon-dioxide
‘later-vapor
content, ~,
(cm)
o
.005
.!)10
.025
.050
.075
.100
.150
.200
.250
l ~oo
. 50
?
:4;:
.500
,600
. 00
J, 00
.900
1.000
10200
k
1. 00
1. 00
1.800
2.000
To 0.1
—
1
—
315
!32
77
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
61
60
5
52
;f
52
51
<0
48
46
44
43
42
—
—
2
&
33
7
z7,
71
%
66
6.4
62
60
59
58
57
56
54
52
51
&
46
&
42
41
—
3 5
88 87
32 80
76 76
73 72
70 68
68 66
66 64.
64.62
62 60
60 58
5 57
8~ 56
57 5
256 5.
55 53
53 51
51 4
0 48
J?9 47
48 46
~t &
42 41
41 40
40 39
—
10
ii
7Q
74
70
66
~$
60
y
57
;6
25.-
53
52
0
i8
4’7
46
~;
l&
39
38
—
—
~o
G
76
72
68
g
60
58
;6
52
53
52
51
2
0
8
46
4
d
~1
39
38
37
36
—
—
50
81
75
;~
63
61
59
;7
5z
53
52
5:
?
4?
46
g
43
41
39
37
36
~
78
72
68
E$
58
57
55
53
52
51
50
/!i9
h.8
47
4?
L
~j
)+1
39
37
;6
j_1
—.—
500
—[
TABLE V - Concluded
VALUES OF y
- Concluded
Carbon-dioxide
I
o 0.1 0.25 0.50 1 2 3 5 10 20 30 50 100 200 koo 6oc
content, UVJ
(cm)
i
2.500 IW!I%13.000
I!iol %91
1.000.000
41 ~y 38 ~’7
39 37 36 35
37 35 34 33
35 33 32 31
73 52 31 30
52 51 3029
29 28 27 26
!1
27 26 25 2Q
25 2. L123
12.000
k1 l 0001 .000
18l 000
20.000
22.000
24.000
1221 2il 70 I
11
10‘“-I
;—
36 35 34 34133132 32 32 31
34 33 32~3231 30 30 30 29
32 31 30 ’3029 29 28 28 27
30 29 29 29 28 28 27 .27,26
2 28 28 28 27 27 26 26 .2
82 27 27 27 26 26 25 25 2t
26 25 25 25 2& 24 23 23~ 22
24 23 23 23 22 22 21 21 20
22 21 21 21 20 20 20 1,19
z20 20 19 19 1 1: 18
20 ij 19 19,18 18 18 17 17
18 17 17 17 16 16 16 15 15
16 15 15 15 14 14 14 13 13
14 13 15 13 15 13 13 12 12
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 11’”11
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10
‘ ‘ 8 4 ?, 8 8 ! !26.000 11 10 91 91 9’1 q q q q - _
I I I ,, ,
—
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u-l
co
TABLE VT
IT}.LI?ES OF y (EQTJATION(~1.)) FOR TEMPERATIJRERANGE FROM 26° c TO 50° c
‘\ Carbon-dioxide
.
Water-vapor
>T
content
o
.505
.010
.025
.Ojo
.075
l 100
.150
.200
.250
.~c!o
. 50
t, 00
.450
,500
.600
l 00
.100
.900
1.000
1.200
!!
1. 00
1. 00
1.800
2l 000
0
100
0
6i?
i~
79
77
75
72
g
66
65
64
63
62
$
<6
55
5)+
52
?
o
8
46
45
1.250.50 1
6
‘i 8
; ;;
81 82 80
;; 7’775
73 71
73 71 69
71 69 67
68 :; 6J
66
g4 62 60~
61 5’
6; ?60 5’
60 5 57
59 ?5 56
58 57 55
56 2$ 5;
54
5.2 ?$1 9
51 50 48
$ N ~;
46 45 43
44 43 42
& 42 41
41 )+0
.
2
90
83
g
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
56
5
5z
5?
1
48
47
46
4/!$
42
40
39
38
—
73 5 10
88 87 86
81 80 7
77175 7J?
72 70 69
68 66 65
66 6~ 63
64.62 61
61 60 58
59 58 56
;L ;; #
?
5 5h 52
5 53 51
;~ 5; ;
i
i
50 9 47
!+847 46
47 46 45
4.6k5 4.4
45 44 43
43 ~2 41
1+1!_I.o 59
39 ~g 3g
l--
38 37 37
37 36 36
20 30
84 83
77 76
g g
62 .60
60 5s
57 56
55 54
.53 5352 52
51 51
0 0
i z43 48
46 46
45 44
!4 43
43 4.2
4.241
40’39
1
58 57
y ;;
3534
50I100
~
200 400
80 80
hi R
63 63
59 59
~~ 56
56 55
53 52
fjl ;
50 i
~~ ~
46 4
45 4?
l!1342
42 41
l@ 4.0
40 3
39 38
37 36
35 3
I 34 3z
33 33
321 32
—-
;00
79
72
68
62
58
56
54
52
?
0
4?
~1
~
&!
41
40
39
38
36
;$
32
31
U-I
w
lTABLE VI - Concluded
Carbon-dioxldelxl”Water-vaporcontent, ~
h. 500
z
.000
l 000
1
l 000
.000
9,090
10.000
12.000
14.000
16.000
18.000
20.000
22 l 000
k
2 l000
2 .000
42
40
3&
36
3
3z
31
29
27
2
2 ?
22
20
18
16
L!J.
13
12
11,
VALUES OF y
9.1
4.1
39
37
5!5
33
32
30
28
26
24
23
20
18
16
14
13
12
::
).25
39
37
35
33
32
31
29
2’7
25
“23
22
20
18
16
U+
13
12
:;
0.50
38
36
;$
31
30
28
26
24
22
21”,
19
1
17
15
13
12
11
10
9
- Concluded
I
1
—
37
35
33
31
30
29
27
25
23
21
20
18
~6
14
12
11
10
8
—
2 ,:
36 35
34 33
32 31
30 2
?
:? $7
26 25
24 23
22 21
~
20’20
11
N1 ,1
~6 16
14 iq
12 12
11 11
10 10
88
—
—
5
—
3~L
32
30
2
?
:7
25
23
::
19
1~
15
13
12
11
10
8
—
—
lC
—
33
31
2
2?
:i
2.4
22
20
1
18
17
15
13
12
11
10
il
—
—
2@
—
33
31
29
2
z
:5
23
21
20
:?
~6
14
12
U
10
8
7
—
30 50
32 32
30 30
28 28
1 g
2 2
2 2
25 25
23 23
21 21
20 1
1 1
1
z
1 17
~6 15
14 13
12 12
11 11.
10 10
il 2
7 7
200
30
28
27
26
z
22
20
R
17
15
13
12
11
10
z
7
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+00
30
28
26
1
1Z
1
t1.
15
15
12
11
10
z
7
-
600
(1)
Issure,
d )
.014
972
937
796
662
563
550
538
510
500
475
450
416
400
(2)
TemPera-
t~re
( c)
21.2
20.9
20.0
9*3
l4
-4.8
-5.6
-7.0
-8.7
-9.6
-1005
-13.0
-17.8
-19.8
-
TABLE VII
RESULTS BASED ON PRELIMINARY SAMPLE COMPUTATIONS FOR APPENDIX D
[Data in columns (1)t. (3)from I’adiometeorographascent of
October 1, 1943from Langley Field, Vs.]
(3)
Relative
humidity,
h
0.78
.66
.58
.88
1.00
l 90
.87
.58
.50
.27
*35
.39
.38
l33
(4)
Speoiflc
humidity,
q
12.2 x 10-3
10.6”
9.14
8.o&
5.86
4.30
3.98
z*U
1.95
1.00
1.26
1.21
.86
l 66
(5)
r
q&
‘SL
12.2 x 10-3
10.4
8.79
7.12
4*74
3.20
2.93
1.78
1.78
.70
.86
.80
l 55
.42
(6)
Kean of (5)
11.3x 10-3
9*59
7*95
5993
3*97
3.07
2.36
1.58
1.04
.78 .
.83
,68
.49
(7)
(:G
42
35
141
134
99
1~
12
28
10
25
25
34
16
z
(8)
w
(cm)
484X 10-3
342
.%3
811
401
b
29
45
11
20
21
24
8
(9)
0.236 AP
9.91
8,26
33.3
31.6
23.4
3.07
2.83
6.61
2.36
5.90
5.90
8.02
3.78
1
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(10)
r
(9) x ~
‘SL
mean
cm)
9.8
8.0
30.7
26.8
18.2
2.2
2.1
IL.8
1.7
4.1
4.0 ~
5.2
2.4
:1
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figure 7.- Generuhzed absorption coefficient1 for wu?er
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Figure 14.-Radiation chart applicable to the cloud indicator. Areas represent the ex-
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cident beam of half-angle e, the entire ruled
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Fi@Jre 15.- Examples of the use of the mdiation chart
(fig. 14) a~d the radiation tobJes (tables II to SZI)
in detennimi q the exchonqe of mdiation between lw
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